
FOH Audio Mastery Mentorship
Welcome to the "FOH Audio Mastery Mentorship" program! This comprehensive mentorship is designed to help you become a skilled 
front-of-house (FOH) audio engineer. Whether you're just starting out or looking to enhance your existing skills, this program will 
provide you with the knowledge and hands-on experience needed to excel in the field.

Day 01: Audio Engineering Knowledge Leveling- Duration: 6 hours
In this session, we will focus on leveling up your audio engineering knowledge. We'll cover essential concepts and techniques that 
every audio engineer should be familiar with. Topics include:
* Introduction to audio engineering principles
* Understanding signal flow and audio routing
* Basics of microphone selection and placement
* Fundamentals of audio mixing and processing
* Troubleshooting common audio issues
Day 01: FOH Engineer Practice 1: Mixing (With Virtual Sound Check)- Duration: 4 hours
During this hands-on session, you will have the opportunity to practice mixing as a FOH engineer. We will utilize virtual sound check 
technology to simulate a live performance environment. Key highlights include:
* Setting up a virtual sound check system
* Exploring different mixing consoles and their features
* Balancing and EQing individual instruments and vocals
* Applying dynamic processing techniques for better sound control
* Creating a cohesive and balanced mix

Day 02: FOH Engineer Practice 2: Sound Check, 3 Song Show- Duration: 6 hours
In this practical session, you will dive deeper into the role of a FOH engineer during a live sound check and a short performance. You 
will gain hands-on experience in:
* Conducting a sound check with musicians and performers
* Fine-tuning the mix for optimal sound quality in a live setting
* Managing stage monitors and in-ear monitoring systems
* Handling potential challenges and troubleshooting on the fly
* Overseeing a smooth and successful 3-song live performance

Total Hours: 16

Add-On Mentor Day: Personalized Guidance and Industry Insights
As an exclusive bonus, we offer an additional day called the Add-On Mentor Day, where a mentor will be by your side from the initial 
call to the wrap, ensuring that you learn and understand every step involved in the process. This one-on-one mentorship experience 
provides personalized guidance and valuable insights into the industry.
While the Add-On Mentor Day is optional, we highly recommend considering it as it can significantly enhance your learning 
experience and professional growth.

We are excited to embark on this journey with you and help you develop the skills necessary to excel as a FOH audio engineer. If you 
have any further questions or need additional information, feel free to ask. 

Sign up now and let's make your audio engineering dreams a reality!
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